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Percy jackson reyna x fem reader



In the deep fan fiction of the CYOA style, dozens of fandom female characters are teen Demi gods. You can choose who you want to be, and who you want to be with. Language: English words: 913 chapters: 10/? Kudos: 21 Bookmarks: 1 hit: 569 one-shot/two-shot/3-shot, and maybe four-
shot collection of my male leader/female character. Language: English words: 3,901:2/? Kudos: 3 hits: 960 CYOA Detroit fan fiction for male or female readers, romance with female androids (there should be a path without it), game of origin, Percy Jackson, and tangles. There are many
endings, but not all of them are good. Language: English words: 1,168: 9/? Kudos: 8 Bookmarks: 1 Hit: 100 Reina's first real relationship is Y/N. This is the first relationship with a Y/N girl. Both are afraid of PDA and their friends will help them overcome it. Percy Jackson One Shot Language
Part 20: English Words: 775: 1/1 Kudo: 14 Hits: 277CYOA Style Female Characters × A decent amount of fandom divided into male reader formats will probably be added over time. (Note: In some areas, there are few choices, especially areas with fewer characters) Language: English
words: Chapter 582: 10/?Kudos:15 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 634.22 I thought I could trust you Language: English: 990: 990 1/1 Kudo: 20 Bookmarks: 1 hit: 415 one shot and imagine some fandom. I also receive a request, but if you send one and I don't do it, it's probably because my stupid
brain couldn't think of a good way to write it, and I apologize in advance. Fandom List: Harry Potter (Fantastic Beast Age, Maroder's Era, Golden Trio Era and Cursed Children's Age) Marvel (until the latest date for all MCU movies, Deadpool, Spider-Man in SpiderVerse and Venom) Game
of Thrones (Book) And series) Rick Riordin's book (Percy Jackson, Olympus Heroes, Kane Chronicle and Magnus Chase) games (books and movies) games (books and movies) I hope others want if you want other pairs. Thank you for visiting my little world. &lt;3
Languages:English:6,615:17/17 Kudo:118 Bookmarks:6 Hits:3652 After Percy arrives, Reina is higher than all. So, being a partner you love, you force her to take a nap. Part 44 of percy Jackson Reader inserts language: English words: Chapter 503: 1/1 Kudo: 56 hits: 913 different PJO and
HoO favorite collections I went to. P.S: Everything means boys and girls, just boys or girls, preferences only mean that they contain characters of gender. P.P.S: Currently, it's not just about women's tastes. Excuse me. Percy Jackson Reader Insertion Language Part 8: English Words: 4,769
Chapter: 3/? Kudos: 235 Bookmarks: 8 Hits: 9155 Left in a coma after an unfortunate accident What happens if your girlfriend finally meets you?Chapter: 1/1 Kudos: 103 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 2952 Anonymous asked: Can you do Reina x fem! (Please × lesbian ;-; readers) Hell yes pham. If
anyone wants a particular sexuality funfic, ;) the future. Reader x PercySummary: Percy survived Tartaras, but his dream makes him feel as if he's still there. The reader continued to ground Percy until PTSD decreased and took himself to act as an anchor or sort. A /N: I was so distracted to
know that it took me a few hours to write this bc. Anyway here's this, and Sorry, towards the end I lost sight of the plot. Oops. - Day___________It been more than a week since his last nightmare. A new record. At first, he refused to sleep for fear that he would have to re-experience the
experience again in his dreams. Of course, he couldn't keep up forever, and four days after fighting fatigue, he came back. He could taste the air of acid every time he breathed a tremendous breath, and the waves of sorrow from the Kositus River firmly caught him and dug up the repressed
emotions and recolled. He stood on shattered glass on the shore, and his shoulders overlapped when the panic calmed down. He glanced around to find his support in all this, but saw nothing but angry red clouds and an endless gray landscape. Annabeth? And it was cracked. Keep
reading Remember that I'm talking about the self-righteous Poly! Well, here it is. Thanks Danny for the help and ah Gorey Ah Gosh This is officially the most fluffy thing I've ever written. Pairing I love these boys so much: Will Solus and Nico di Angelo x Reader Warning: No Word Count:
1,214 Gender Neutral Leader, No Calibration Asha Keep Okay, Part 2ish for My Other Poly!Solangelo Fic. Don't expect me to update regularly for two days in a row. I mainly post when I can and this is certainly taking time from other things - (assignment, sleep) - things. But hey, people are
here to ask! The photo is Danny and I are SpOoKy, thank you Danny for letting me share. Request: So, please listen to my voice. Will Polyleder, Nico, and have fun taking ghost photos in the city? If you have not received a request at this time, please ignore it. So don't worry if pairing:
Solace x Leader x Nico DiAngelo (Poly! I have one (1) mention of vomit. Unmalibrated, gender neutral reader.-Asha continues to read A/N: I tookbc i feel free to leave me a more eerie request anyway lmao i'm playing between my friends and us!-DannyWords: 1,220Request: Leo x fem I
decorate the bunker 9 like a haunted house for her to scare bejes from him Can you request a leader?super fluffy and cute and while he's scared first, he also ends up scaring her and ending with a kiss? It's all about intent, really, considering that your life is already a horror story, at least
you can make fun of the stupid stories that the dead create to spend time. But this year, you're celebrating with a purpose: s scared your boyfriend. Keep reading :) A/N: This is a blurt! This is a terrible idea originally posted by Miramai. Thank you, captain is clear, Y/N complained. Y/N, you
can't have this deadly here! Harpy would mistake him for lunch! Keep reading A/N: It was gender neutral or I think it's okay! The reader becomes super sad because the reader can do Leo x reader fic who is not really excited or does nothing for it, does Leo build them like the entire haunted
house w animatronics or smus? Come on, Y/N, which was originally posted by Frankensteins Bride, you know we don't do that here. Yes, but I was wishing I could convince you guys to join me, I love Halloween, you shouted. Keep reading A/N: Every time I write for Percy I want a brother,
but I know that the brothers suck irl and Percy is the only valid big brother - DannyWords:236. This is ridiculously short, but again, I hope you will love it anyway. Request: Clear the matching throat, match Halloween costum3, but it's 1 anon -A / / Oh ah hello, are you interested in Halloween
w / Jacksons? Originally posted by Retatti Art and what exactly are you? I'm blue. And I'm Cyanogen! Y/N answered excitedly. Keep reading anonymous questions: Stay safe!When I'm away, I have a lot of things to do. But congratulations for today! - Atena's  the fact that there were so
many 50/50 or completely red states so far says a lot about our country. So yes, celebrate today and keep treating people with kind &lt;3-Day, let's continue to treat people with kind &lt;3-Day, see this in a show where there is a lot to work on and hopefully you can change a lot in these next
few years :) Reyna x Fem Reader Frafu?, I love this request. I'm riding it. But I'm sorry because it might take some time, I'm just going through some personal right now, but I promise to try and crank it out as soon as possible. Sorry again for the inconvenience, but ❤️'ve been going through it
a little lately, I'm kinda having a hard time. I'm working hard to complete the request and I'm sorry, but they're taking so long. I apologize from the bottom of my heart. I love and appreciate you guys so much, soon I hope to see Ya :) Percy: Walk on the sidewalk, don't step on the cracks,
break your mother's back!! Piper: Walking on the sidewalk. Piper: Looking into Percy's eyes while repeatedly stepping on the crack asked anonymously: How do you feel about people who are big three children? I feel deeply that I am the daughter of a star (Romans because of my life), but I
always feel stupid and clichis, but to be honest, I don't think it's a clichil because you need to remember what you know best. If you really think you're going to be a Nebulusan child, you're probably. There is certainly a possibility that they have a bunch of Demi god's children because the big
three are ordinary Olympians (kind of) and they are toying with the dead too. Characters: Percy Jackson, Jason Grace, Luke Castellan, Leo Valdez, Sally Jackson, Naomi Solase, Atena, Hera, Poseidon, Connor Stall, Piper McLean, Charlie Beckendorf Word Count: 4895 (long one, boiz)
Pairing: Percy Jackson × Jason Gray Su (minor pairing: Luke Castellan× Charlie Beckendorf, Leo Valdez ×Conner Stall) Warning: ANGST, anger, death of minor characters, nuns gay, fufra, it's not too much, not too much, mention of sex, more anger than I intended. A/N: Just . I am sorry.
This makes me angry, I cried to write it. But hey, it's cute and fluffy!! And I think it's 1940s and 50's AU which is pretty cool? I originally wrote this one for another ship, but I think it works really well here. Enjoy, feel free to send me feedback or ask for future ficks! My eyes closed and I
stopped breathing. The storm raged outside, thundered, and rained on the roof. Her best friend, Naomi,By her side, holding Sally's new boy and holding back her tears. Sally didn't mean to die like this because of her birth. This baby should not have grown up without his parents. He
stretched out his chubby arms for his mother's warm embrace and never knew the fact that he would never come. Her husband had disappeared a while ago, so she would not have been missed by him. Her contribution was not lost because she did not work. But Naomi would miss her, and
her son would grow up losing her. Sally said her name was Perseus, so she did. Naomi hugged him tightly and was completely at odds. All she wanted was to take the baby home and raise it like herself, but Naomi had her new son at home and couldn't afford to have both. She had no
choice, if she wanted him to have a shot that survives, you must give him to the orphanage. But still she wasn't sure of him. So for now, she just hugged him. February 23, 1944 Percy loved snow. He loved to see delicate white flakes dancing through the cold air. He loved to see his breath
swell in the flowing white clouds. Winter was an adventure for the green-eyed boy. He laughed as he ran through the snow, and the little boots left prints on the white ground. He paused and looked up at the sky and grinned when someone called his name. He turned on his heels to see his
friend Luke, who was practically his brother, smiling at him. The snowball crashed into Percy's face before he registered what had happened. After he won the cold, he plummeted to make his own snowball, laughing, and chucked it back into Luke's face. Other children from the orphanage
noticed the fun and raced outside to participate. Within 15 minutes, a massive snowman war broke out, and dozens of children threw cool spheres at each other. I filled the field with laughter, and despite the cold nipping on my nose, everyone's cheeks were rosy and warm. Percy slumped
towards the tree, showed a bright smile on his face, and panted around from the run. His chest stood up and fell steadily, seeing the wonderful confusion he had created. His eyes scanned a group of children and were happy thanks to him. He glanced at the sky again and spread his smile a
little. Mom, are you proud of me? he asked. He knew there was no verbal reaction, but Percy liked to think she could hear his voice. Keep reading okay! I'm riding it! and thank you for the birthday wishes :)))) and I feel a little jarcy at the moment. Give me an idea!anonymous asked:
Hello!Riordan is so good that the gods are very few and really cliphes). Sorry, anyway, thank you and have a nice day, my Tumblr is really rude and didn't tell me that I asked! If it doesn't sound too cheap, it's the kind of realization you have. For example, I am a child of Hermes, and I know
it. I always have it. And hey, if you want help, you can always give a little self-description and I'll be happy to help! Angelo × Will Solus Soldier! Will AUWord Count: 1085 (Buckle Up People) A/N: So I decided to make this as if Solangelo was just a couple of humans. I really hope y'all enjoy!
Will was supposed to disappear. A typical six-month development and he came home. Nico should have known better. When he woke up that morning, Will was sleeping in a bunker far away, so the bed was cold and half empty as usual. He pressed a smile on his face as he promised Will,
and slowly stood up towards the calendar. When he saw the date covered with X, his smile shook. Nico sat on the dresser beside him, grabbed a pen, and crossed another date. He always knew that dating a soldier would not be easy, in fact, Will was trying to warn him that it was not good
and he must keep his distance. But we both knew that there was nothing to stop us from loving each other. Will didn't go five months longer than he thought. I was scared every day when Nico checked her e-mail. He was afraid that in a small snooze there would be a letter saying that his
beloved would never come home. But the letter didn't come. The letter that came was from Will, who told him about his adventures, his fears, his thoughts, and how much he had missed him. They used to come in bunches, but the letters they sent every day were away, but now they come
every week or so. Nico knew he should thank them, but somehow he couldn't help feeling like he was losing Will. When Nico entered the kitchen, the sound of his feet lying on the tile floor felt empty in the room as usual. Nico swallowed a little sooth, as the thoughts of the man he wanted
stood in the kitchen. Tears filled his dark eyes. He looked around the kitchen and saw Will standing by the stove, not wearing a shirt, whistling a cheerful song while making breakfast. If he thought hard enough, he could even feel Will wrap his strong arms around him and pull him into a tight
hug. Nico shook her head. This was not healthy, he had to distract him. The Italian walked to the refrigerator, opened it and pulled it. He frowned atShortage of food inside. His stomach noded. yes, yes, I'm going to buy groceries, he said as he walked back to his room. When I got dressed, I
grabbed the key and went out of the apartment. Within a few minutes, Nico got in his car and was on his way to the grocery store. When he walked in, he said, Donate to our men and women abroad! I noticed one of the boxes. He felt his heart falling fast, but he fell a few dollars. He did this
every time. He walked through the store, picked up some of the food he could eat the following week, and when he was done, he went back to his car and went home by car. It took too long to get to his apartment on the seventh floor by elevator, and Nico's arm grew tired from a heavy
grocery bag. The elevator door immediately opened to take him down, and as he walked to the door, he heard a shuffle coming from inside. He narrowed his eyes and pressed his ears thy doors. He was doing something with will's, someone there listening! The shuffle has stopped. Nico's
heart races, he doesn't know what to find inside. In response to his better judgment, Nico pushed the door open and quietly stepped inside. He quietly closed the back door and was a few steps behind the apartment. Someone screamed and the poor Italian screamed and dropped all of his
groceries! Jesus, will! Don't frighten me like that! He stepped into the room one more step and then froze. The <a0>T:System He turned around slowly and was there. He stands tall, with golden keys hanging past his chin, and his blue eyes mingle in the sunlight pouring down from the
window. Nico's breath turned upside down, tears took over him, he plunged into Will, and he easily caught him and hugged him in his chest. Nico wrapped his arm around Will's neck and his leg around his waist. He buried his face around Will's neck and somed his hands out. Will's eyes
were now full of tears, his nose pressed thyme into Nico's hair, and he had a scent that he had missed for 11 months. She gently rubs the little boy's back and whispers, It's okay, Sunshine. s and I'm home now and don't cry, but he wasn't exactly sure who he was trying to stop crying.
Through the foggy eyes, Will walked them to the sofa, sat down slowly, and adjusted Nico on his lap. Pull Nico back a little to meet his eyes. Nico's chocolate eyes took his breath away, and they always did. Sure, they were red, weeping and swollen, but he didn't stop surprised Will with his
beauty. Nico stared at him, took in green spots in his blue eyes, and stared at how long his hair had become, with all the freckles dotted with tanned faces. He immediately pressed Will's lips and put his neck close. The <a0>It was a good feeling to kiss him for a long time. The blonde pulled
back and rested her forehead against Nico's forehead. I missed you, Sunshine, he whispered. God, I missed you too. S-so a lot, Nico said. I'm at home now. Long hair Nico smiled Do you like it? I love you and kissed Nico's nose gently and smiled. Will's heart stopped for a moment. Was
this real? W-what, he managed. I said I was going to marry me, said Nico, who put her head on Will's shoulder. Yes, God, yes. One billion times yes! Nico smiled and pressed a soft kiss on Will's chin. Will's face was shining with pure joy, smiling at the perfect man in his arms. He sniffed
with laughter among the little soes. After Nico kissed her cheeks, she wiped away tears with her thumb and wiped some lost tears that fell on her face. It's okay, Mio's fine, Nico said. And the two of us are not going anywhere. Until now, Will said to him. Do you know what I really want? Well,
when I look at this, I'm literally at a standst at this idea as I'm riding on it right now. See more in the app
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